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ABSTRACT: Thermal transistors that electrochemically switch the thermal 

conductivity (κ) of an active material have attracted growing attention as a device that 

controls heat flow. Although several thermal transistors have been demonstrated thus 

far, they would not be practical because of the use of liquid electrolytes. Recently, we 

have realized the first solid-state thermal transistors that electrochemically control the κ 
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of SrCoOx (2 ≤ x ≤ 3) using 0.5-mm-thick yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) single crystal 

substrates as the solid electrolytes at 280 °C. However, because of the high electrical 

resistivity of YSZ at 280 °C, the applicable electric current is low (50 μA), and thus the 

κ switching takes time (~3 min). In this study, we fabricated several SrCoOx-based 

thermal transistors using YSZ substrates with varied thicknesses. Regardless of the YSZ 

thickness, the x in SrCoOx was controlled between 2 and 3, and the κ was switched 

between 0.97 and 3.86 W m−1 K−1. The overall electrical resistance decreased with 

decreasing the YSZ thickness. Consequently, when a 0.1-mm-thick YSZ substrate was 

used, the applicable current was increased to 1 mA and the switching time was 

significantly reduced to ~10 seconds.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

With the miniaturization and ultra-high integration of electronic devices, the heat 

generated in ultra-microscopic areas on the nanometer scale causes device malfunctions 

and failures. Therefore, heat sinks or Peltier devices are used to remove the heat. On the 

other hand, if such minute heat can be effectively reused as energy using thermoelectric 

conversion technology, for example, it will be possible to reduce energy loss. However, 

unlike electrons, heat easily diffuses outside the system. Hence, in order to effectively 

reuse heat without waste, it is necessary to develop a “thermal circuit”1 that receives 

heat near the heat source and transports it as a heat flow. 

 

In the case of electronic circuits, transistors play a central role to control electron flow. 

For example, in a thin film transistor, the conductivity of the active layer can be 

adjusted by applying a gate electric field to switch the current flowing between the 
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source and the drain. In thermal circuits, as in electronic circuits, if the heat flowing 

through the circuits can be regulated, it would be a great step towards efficient reuse of 

heat. In recent years, a “thermal transistor”2, which can be said to be a “heat flow 

version” of a transistor that controls current, has been proposed theoretically3-5 and has 

attracted attention. 

 

There are two types of thermal transistors. In 2007, Wang and Li theoretically proposed 

a thermal transistor that modulates heat transport by a heat input3. Very recently, Castelli 

et al. demonstrated such thermal transistors utilizing paramagnetic/ferromagnetic 

switching of a magnet that mechanically controls the heat conductance6. On the other 

hand, in 2014, Ben-Abdallah and Biehs theoretically proposed a thermal transistor that 

modulates the thermal conductivity of the active material (VO2) electrically5. It is 

known that VO2 shows insulator-to-metal transition around 68 °C and a metallic VO2 

shows large electrical conductivity (σ ~104 S cm−1)7. According to the Wiedemann-

Frantz law [κele = L·σ·T, where L is the Lorentz number (2.44 × 10−8 W Ω K−2) and T is 

the absolute temperature], it is expected that a metallic VO2 shows large electron 

thermal conductivity (κele) at least ~7 W m−1 K−1 higher than the insulator VO2
7. 

However, in reality, the κ values of VO2 before and after the insulator-to-metal 

transition are almost the same (~6 W m−1 K−1)8. 

 

Recently, several electrochemical thermal transistors have been demonstrated using 

various active materials9-18. In 2014, Cho et al. realized the first thermal transistor that 

modulates the κ of LixCoO2 electrochemically9. κ of the LiCoO2 film was reversibly 

modulated in the range of ~5.4–3.7 W m−1 K−1. The ON/OFF κ ratio was ~1.5. After 
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that, several electrochemical thermal transistors with various active materials such as 

black phosphorous (ON/OFF κ ratio ~6)10, MoS2 (ON/OFF κ ratio ~10)11, SrCoOx 

(ON/OFF κ ratio ~10)12, and La0.5Sr0.5CoO3−δ (ON/OFF κ ratio ~5.4)18 were 

demonstrated. These electrochemical thermal transistors that can be operated at room 

temperature display rather large ON/OFF κ ratios. However, these electrochemical 

thermal transistors are composed of liquid electrolytes or ionic liquids. Thus, they are 

inappropriate for practical devices as they must be placed in containers and sealed to 

prevent liquid leakage. 

 

In 2023, we realized the first solid-state thermal transistors that can be operated at 

280 °C in air by using 0.5-mm-thick yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ) single crystal 

substrates as the solid electrolyte and SrCoOx (2 ≤ x ≤ 3) as the active material16, 17. The 

operatable temperature is higher than that composed of liquid electrolytes or ionic 

liquids (room temperature) because of the low oxide ion conductivity of YSZ (σ ~10−15 

S cm−1 at room temperature. σ ~10−6 S cm−1 at 280 °C (Fig. S1). cf. Ultrapure water 

(major origin of oxidation and protonation when use of ionic liquids): σ ~0.55 × 10−6 S 

cm−1 at room temperature). The ON/OFF κ ratio is ~4, which is comparable to that for 

liquid electrolyte-based thermal transistors9-15. However, the electrical resistance of the 

0.5-mm-thick YSZ single crystal19 substrate in these SrCoOx-based solid-state thermal 

transistors is very high (~100 kΩ at 280 °C). Hence, the applicable electric current is 

low (50 μA), and thus the κ switching takes time (~3 min). In order to reduce the 

operating temperature, we should use other solid electrolytes that exhibit high ionic 

conductivity at lower temperatures such as CeO2-based materials20, 21. On the other 

hand, the κ switching time might be shortened by reducing the thickness of the YSZ 
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single crystal substrates because the applicable electric current increases. The electrical 

conductivity of YSZ bulk single crystal at 280 °C is ~1.5 μS cm−1 (Fig. S1). Thus, the 

electrical resistance of YSZ (RYSZ bulk) is 250 kΩ when the YSZ substrate is 5 mm × 5 

mm × 1 mm. Reducing the YSZ thickness from 1 mm to 0.1 mm should yield RYSZ bulk 

of 25 kΩ. However, the influence of the YSZ thickness on thermal transistor fabrication 

and operation remains unclear. If the thermal transistor fabrication and operations are 

unaffected, then a larger current can be applied, which should significantly reduce the κ 

switching time. 

 

In this study, we fabricated SrCoOx-based solid-state thermal transistors using YSZ 

substrates with various thicknesses (Fig. 1a). For all samples, the x in SrCoOx was 

between 2 and 3, and the κ was switched between 0.97 and 3.86 W m−1 K−1. The overall 

electrical resistance decreased with decreasing the YSZ thickness. Consequently, when 

a 0.1-mm-thick YSZ substrate was used, the applicable current was increased to 1 mA 

and the switching time was significantly reduced to ~10 seconds.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Solid-state electrochemical thermal transistors with SrCoOx films (80 nm) deposited on 

10-nm-thick GDC-buffered YSZ substrates (thickness: 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, and 

1.0 mm) were fabricated according to the previous reports16, 17. An electrochemical 

redox treatment was performed at 280 °C in air. Specifically, a constant current of ±50 

μA was applied for a predetermined time using Faraday’s law of electrolysis (~220 s). 

The electron density (Q) was controlled by the current application time as Q = 

(I·t)/(e·V), where I is the flown current, t is the current application time, e is the electron 
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charge, and V is the volume of the SrCoOx film (5 mm × 5 mm × 80 nm). The 

electrochemical oxidation/reduction reaction is given as: 

Oxidation: SrCoO2 + O2− → SrCoO3 + 2e−, Q ~3.4 × 1022 cm−3 

Reduction: SrCoO3 + 2e− → SrCoO2 + O2−, Q ~3.4 × 1022 cm−3 

During the oxidation or reduction treatment, we monitored the change in the required 

voltage and time. Afterwards, the sample was immediately cooled to room temperature. 

 

The out-of-plane XRD patterns of the resultant thermal transistors (Fig. S2) reveal that 

the crystal structure of SrCoOx is controlled in defect perovskite (DP, fully reduced, x = 

2), brownmillerite (BM, as-grown, x = 2.5), and perovskite (P, fully oxidized, x = 3). We 

calculated the out-of-plane lattice parameter of the SrCoOx using the diffraction peaks 

of 008BM, 002P, and 002DP. Figure 1b plots the lattice parameters of the SrCoOx films as 

a function of the YSZ thickness. The obtained values agree well with the previous 

reports16, 17 (solid lines). Detail of the crystal structure and the optoelectronic properties 

of the SrCoOx have been reported elsewhere16. 

 

Next, we measured the cross-plane κ of the SrCoOx films by the TDTR method at room 

temperature (Figs. 1c and S2). The observed κ values for each oxidized and reduced 

state are independent of the YSZ thickness. The average κ of the oxidized SrCoO3 films 

is 3.86 W m−1 K−1 while that of the reduced SrCoO2 is 0.97 W m−1 K−1. Consequently, 

the crystal structure and the thermal conductivity of the SrCoOx films are independent 

of the YSZ thickness. 

 

We then measured the ac impedance of the thermal transistors with different YSZ 
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thicknesses at 280 °C in air. To minimize the electrical resistance of the SrCoOx films, 

the thermal transistors were fully oxidized before the impedance measurements. The 

resultant Cole-Cole plots show two semicircles (Figs. 2a−d). The larger semicircle 

obtained from the higher frequency indicates the resistance of bulk YSZ (RYSZ bulk). The 

observed RYSZ bulk values agree well with the ones calculated from the Arrhenius plot 

(Fig. S1), except in the case of YSZ thickness = 1.0 mm (Fig. 2e). Since the thermal 

transistor was placed on the heater stage (280 °C), but the surrounding environment was 

kept at room temperature (25 °C), the temperature at the top surface of the thicker 

thermal transistor may be less than 280 °C.  

 

The other semicircle in each plot indicates the resistance of the YSZ interface (RYSZ 

interface) that correspond to small angle grain boundaries in the YSZ crystals. Since 

oxidized SrCoO3 is a good electrical conductor with electrical conductivity of ~1.4 × 

103 S cm−1, it does not affect the size of the semicircle. RYSZ interface depends on the YSZ 

thickness, indicating small angle grain boundaries are homogeneously distributed in the 

YSZ single crystals. For a YSZ thickness of 0.1 mm, RInterface is only ~10 kΩ, but it 

exceeds 150 kΩ when the YSZ thickness is 1.0 mm (Fig. 2e). Hence, decreasing the 

YSZ thickness can reduce the overall resistance of the thermal transistor. 

 

We then analyzed the change in the dc resistance of the thermal transistor during 

oxidation/reduction treatment. Figure 3 summarizes the change in the required voltage 

as a function of the applied electron density (Q) to the thermal transistors at 280 °C. The 

required voltage systematically decreases as the YSZ thickness decreases due to the 

smaller RYSZ bulk and RYSZ interface values. In both the oxidation from fully reduced 
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SrCoO2 to fully oxidized SrCoO3 (Fig. 3a) and reduction from fully oxidized SrCoO2 to 

fully reduced SrCoO3 (Fig. 3b) cases, two stepwise voltage changes were observed, 

possibly due to the crystallographic phase change, around Q ~0.5 × 1022 cm−3 and ~2 × 

1022 cm−3. 

 

To visualize the voltage change, we plotted dV/dQ as a function of Q (Fig. 4). In the 

case of oxidation (Fig. 4a), three dV/dQ peaks are detected at 2.8 × 1021 cm−3, 6.0 × 

1021 cm−3, and 1.9 × 1022 cm−3. In the case of reduction (Fig. 4b), two dV/dQ peaks are 

detected at 5.8 × 1021 cm−3 and 2.1 × 1022 cm−3. These peaks should correspond to the 

change in the crystal structure of SrCoOx films among DP, BM, and P. Since there is a 

superstructure phase between DP and BM phases, the dV/dQ peak located at 2.8 × 1021 

cm−3 may be related to the superstructure phase formation16. 

 

Next, we measured the Cole-Cole plots of the thermal transistor with 0.1-mm-thick YSZ 

substrate after the oxidation (Fig. 5a) and reduction treatments (Fig. 5b). The electrical 

resistance of the YSZ substrate (RYSZ bulk) did not change after the oxidation and 

reduction treatments (~23 kΩ). The interfacial electrical resistance (RYSZ interface) after the 

oxidation is ~10 kΩ. After the reduction treatment, the shape of semicircle became 

flatten, indicating resistance of the DP phase (RDP ~10 kΩ) is superimposed. These 

observations suggest that oxide ion conductivity of the DP phase is ~3 × 10−9 S cm−1. 

 

Finally, we increased the applied current to reduce the switching time. Figures 6a and 

6b plot the changes in the required voltage in the current application during oxidation 

and reduction, respectively. Although the required voltage is increased, applying 1 mA 
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for ~10 s oxidizes and reduces the SrCoOx films. These results clearly indicate that use 

of thinner YSZ single crystal significantly reduces the switching time of the 

SrCoOx/GDC/YSZ-based solid-state electrochemical thermal transistors.  

 

Is there minimum thickness of YSZ single crystal that can be used for the thermal 

transistors? As the technical issue, when the thickness of YSZ single crystal is thinner 

than 0.1 mm, the single crystal is easily broken into pieces due to mechanical stress 

during the grinding. Use of YSZ epitaxial films might be a good solution to reduce the 

thickness. Probably, the limitation is related to the breakdown field of YSZ. That is, 

when an electrical breakdown occurs, electron flows according to the electric field. 

Therefore, the solid electrolyte does not play as the ion conductor. Currently, we are 

considering ways how to reduce the thickness of YSZ as well as the use of another 

oxide ion conducting solid electrolyte exhibiting higher oxide ion conductivity (σ ~10−3 

S cm−3 at 280 °C) than that of YSZ (σ ~10−6 S cm−1 at 280 °C). 

 

CONCLUSION 

Simply reducing the thickness of the solid electrolyte drastically reduces the switching 

time in SrCoOx-based solid-state thermal transistors on YSZ substrates. In all samples, 

the x in SrCoOx was between 2 and 3, and the κ was switched between 0.97 and 3.86 W 

m−1 K−1. Because the overall electrical resistance decreases upon reducing the YSZ 

thickness, the applied current is increased to 1 mA, which is 20 times larger than that in 

the previous reports (50 μA)16, 17. A 0.1-mm-thick YSZ substrate significantly reduces 

the switching time from 3 minutes to ~10 seconds.  
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Reduction of the YSZ thickness improves the thermal transistor characteristics. 

However, use of thinner YSZ single crystals (thickness < 0.1 mm) are not appropriate 

for the thermal transistor application because they are easily broken into pieces due to 

mechanical stress during the grinding. Use of YSZ epitaxial films might be a good 

solution to reduce the thickness. Currently, we are considering ways how to reduce the 

thickness of YSZ as well as the use of oxide ion conducting solid electrolyte exhibiting 

higher oxide ion conductivity (σ ~10−3 S cm−3 at 280 °C) than that of YSZ (σ ~10−6 S 

cm−1 at 280 °C). 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Fabrication of SrCoOx-based solid-state electrochemical thermal transistors. 80-

nm-thick SrCoO2.5 films were heteroepitaxially grown on 10% Gd-doped CeO2 (GDC) 

buffered (001)-oriented YSZ substrates via the pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 

technique16, 22. First, ~10-nm-thick GDC was heteroepitaxially grown on a YSZ (10 mm 

× 10 mm × z mm, where z = 0.1 mm, 0.2 mm, 0.5 mm, or 1.0 mm, double-sided 

polished, Crystal Base) substrate at 750 °C in an oxygen atmosphere (10 Pa). Focused 

KrF excimer laser pulses (λ = 248 nm, fluence ~2 J cm−2 pulse−1, repetition rate = 10 

Hz) were irradiated onto the ceramic target of GDC followed by the ceramic target of 

SrCoOx. Then a ~40-nm-thick Pt film was sputtered on the top surface of the SrCoO2.5 

epitaxial film followed by low density Pt film sputtering on the backside of the YSZ 

substrate. Pt sputtering occurred at room temperature. Finally, the sample was cut into 

four squares (5 mm × 5 mm). 

 

Electrochemical redox treatments. A thermal transistor (5 mm × 5 mm) was placed on 
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a Pt-coated glass substrate, which was heated to 280 °C in air. Then an electrochemical 

redox treatment was performed by applying a constant current of ±50 μA, ±0.2 mA, 

±0.5 mA, or ±1 mA while, we monitored the change in the required voltage and time. 

Afterwards, the sample was immediately cooled to room temperature. 

 

Crystallographic analyses. The crystalline phase, orientation, and lattice parameters of 

the resultant films were analyzed by high-resolution XRD (Cu Kα1, λ = 1.54059 Å, 

ATX-G, Rigaku). The out-of-plane Bragg diffraction patterns were measured at room 

temperature to clarify the changes in the crystalline phase of SrCoOx (2 ≤ x ≤ 3). The 

lattice parameters were calculated from the diffraction peaks.  

 

Measurements of κ. κ of the SrCoOx films perpendicular to the substrate surface was 

measured by time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR, PicoTR, PicoTherm). The top Pt 

film served as the transducer, and the decay curves of the TDTR signals were simulated 

to obtain κ. The specific heat capacities of the layers used for the TDTR simulation were 

132 J kg−1 K−1 for Pt, 485 J kg−1 K−1 for SrCoOx, and 460 J kg−1 K−1 for YSZ. The 

TDTR method is described elsewhere16, 23-25. Regarding the treatment of the thermal 

conductivity values, since there are several uncertainties such as position of the 

baseline, position of the time zero, and noise of the signal, we used the error bars of 

±10% of the obtained values. 

 

AC impedance measurements. AC impedance measurements of the thermal transistors 

were performed using the same setup as that for the electrochemical redox treatments 

(280 °C, in air). We used a potentio-galvano stat (VersaSTAT) to measure the impedance 
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ranging from 100 kHz to 0.1 Hz.  
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Figure 1. Solid-state electrochemical thermal transistors with various YSZ thicknesses. 
(a) Schematic of a SrCoOx-based thermal transistor composed of a Pt top electrode, 
SrCoOx active layer, GDC layer, YSZ (solid electrolyte) substrate, and Pt bottom 
electrode. YSZ substrate thickness is 1.0 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.2 mm, or 0.1 mm. (b) Out-of-
plane lattice parameter of SrCoOx layer as a function of YSZ thickness. (c) Change in 
the thermal conductivity of the SrCoOx layer as a function of YSZ thickness. For all 
samples, x in SrCoOx is between 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2. Electrical resistance of the YSZ single crystal substrates. (a−d) Cole-Cole 
plots of the thermal transistors with various YSZ thicknesses. (a) 1 mm, (b) 0.5 mm, (c) 
0.2 mm, and (d) 0.1 mm. AC impedance measurements of thermal transistors in the 
fully oxidize states acquired at 280 °C in air. Two semicircles are clearly visible. Both 
RYSZ bulk and RYSZ interface increase as the YSZ thickness increases. (e) Change in the 
electrical resistance of the YSZ substrate (5 mm × 5 mm × z mm, z = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, and 
1) as a function of YSZ thickness. The solid line indicates the electrical conductivity σ = 
1.5 μS cm−1. 
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Figure 3. Changes in the applied voltage during the electrochemical redox treatment at 
280 °C in air. (a) Oxidation, (b) Reduction. Stepwise increases in the applied voltage 
occur around Q = 0.5 × 1022 cm−3 and 2 × 1022 cm−3.  
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Figure 4. Changes in the dV/dQ during the electrochemical (c) oxidation and (d) 
reduction. During oxidation treatment, three peaks of dV/dQ are detected at 2.8 × 1021 
cm−3, 6.0 × 1021 cm−3, and 1.9 × 1022 cm−3. In the case of reduction, two peaks of dV/dQ 
are detected at 5.8 × 1021 cm−3 and 2.1 × 1022 cm−3. These peaks correspond to the 
change in the crystal structure of SrCoOx films among DP, BM, and P. 
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Figure 5. Cole-Cole plots of the thermal transistor with a 0.1-mm-thick YSZ substrate 
after (a) oxidation and (b) reduction. Electrical resistance of the YSZ substrate (RYSZ 

bulk) is ~23 kΩ. Interfacial electrical resistance (RYSZ interface) after the oxidation treatment 
is ~10 kΩ. After the reduction treatment, electrical resistance of the DP phase (RDP ~10 
kΩ) is superimposed. 
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Figure 6. Changes in the voltage of the solid-state electrochemical thermal transistor 
with a 0.1-mm-thick YSZ substrate during electrochemical redox treatment. (a) 
Oxidation, (b) Reduction. Switching time is significantly reduced to ~10 seconds upon 
applying 1 mA current. 
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Figure S1. Arrhenius plot of the electrical conductivity of YSZ single crystal substrate 
(Bulk, thickness: 0.5 mm) that used in this study. The electrical conductivity at 280 °C 
is 1.5 μS cm−1. 
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Figure S2. Changes in the out-of-plane XRD patterns of the solid-state electrochemical 
thermal transistors. YSZ thickness is (a) 0.1 mm, (b) 0.2 mm, (c) 0.5 mm, and (d) 1 mm. 
The top panel is the as-grown state, the middle panel is the oxidized state, and the 
bottom panel is the reduced state, respectively. BM: brownmillerite, P: perovskite, DP: 
defect perovskite. Regardless of the YSZ thickness, the crystal structure of SrCoOx 
changed between DP, BM, and P phases. 
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Figure S3. Decay curves of the thermoreflectance phase signal for the thermal 
transistors with varied YSZ thicknesses. Plots: observed data, red line: simulated curves. 
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